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ABSTRACT 
 

A fatigue model previously published in the technical 

literature has been applied to estimate the fatigue limit in 

presence of V-shaped notches. When the notch tip radius 

approaches reduced values, the model is based on the 

mode I notch-stress intensity factor. Conversely, when the 

notch tip radius is large, the classical approach based on 

the linear elastic stress concentration factor is matched. 

The resulting engineering design tool enables one to 

assess any kind of notch geometry, namely U-shaped and 

V-shaped notches of whatever notch tip radius and 

dimension. The well-known scale effect shown by the 

Kitagawa-Takahashi valid for cracks is included as a 

particular case. The fatigue model requires two material 

parameters, namely the plain material fatigue limit and 

the threshold range of the stress intensity factor for long 

cracks. The proposed fatigue design procedure has been 

applied to estimate the fatigue limit of round specimens 

and  a gear made of austempered ductile iron grade 1050. 

Both specimens and the gears were characterised by the 

presence a V-notch having a 120° notch opening angle. 

Theoretical estimation were seen to be in fair agreement 

with the experimental fatigue test results.  

 

Keywords: Austempered Ductile Irons, Fatigue, Fatigue 

limit, Fracture Mechanics, Notch Stress Intensity Factor, 

Mode I loading, Stress concentration factor, Notch effect, 

Notch opening angle, Sharp notch, Blunt notch.  

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

ADIs are promising structural materials which can be 

optimized for static and/or fatigue strength. It has been 

found 
1,2

 that grade 1050 combines high static as well as 

high fatigue strength. Then ADIs can be used in fatigue 

loaded components in replacement of forged and cast 

steels. 

Typically, fatigue loaded components must be assessed 

against notch fatigue, because crack initiation occur at 

stress raisers. Classical approaches for fatigue design are 

based on the elastic stress concentration factor Kt, which 

can be used as fatigue reduction factor in cases when full 

notch sensitivity is predicted  or, alternatively,  can be 

corrected by a notch sensitivity index q when partial 

notch sensitivity is likely to occur
3
. For a given material, 

the q factor  can be calculated as a function of the notch 

tip radius: large radii (on the order of some millimeters) 

lead to full sensitivity, while lower radii involve partial 

notch sensitivity, i.e. the reduction factor at fatigue limit 

is lower than Kt. 

However, when the notch radius tends to zero Kt-based 

approaches to fatigue limit analysis (even though 

corrected by the sensitivity index q) do not hold true any 

longer because stresses growths to infinity. It is well 

known that Fracture Mechanics concepts must be adopted 

to attack this problems. Kitagawa and Takahashi first 

analysed experimentally the threshold conditions of a 

crack
4
. The results of their experiments can be 

summarized in the diagram reported in Fig. 1, where, as 

an example, the threshold range of the gross stress g,th 

of a crack centered in an infinitely wide plate and 

subjected to mode I loading is presented. 

 

 
 
Fig. 1. Kitagawa-Takahashi diagram 

 

When the crack is sufficiently long, the threshold 

condition is given by the threshold value Kth of the 

linear elastic stress intensity factor KI at the crack tip. 
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However, as the crack size is reduced, the threshold stress 

becomes lower than that predicted by the Linear Elastic 

Fracture Mechanics and becomes equal to the plain 

material fatigue limit 0 as the crack length is further 

reduced. The limitation of applicability of the constant 

stress and constant stress intensity factor criteria is 

schematically represented by the material parameter a0 

introduced by El Haddad, Smith and Topper
5
, which is 

reported in Fig. 1 

In the recent past, the Kitagawa diagram has been 

extended to include sharp as well as round V-shaped 

notches
6
. By so doing, an engineering tool could be 

proposed to assess the fatigue limit of any kind of notch 

(long and short cracks, blunt and crack-like notches with 

parallel flanks and blunt and sharp notches with an 

opening angle different from zero) by means of a unified 

approach. Such a tool has been successfully applied to 

estimate the fatigue limit of notches made of steels and 

aluminium alloys
6
.  

In this paper the unified treatment will be used to estimate 

the fatigue limit of open V-notched specimens as well as a 

gear made of ADI grade 1050. The common geometrical 

feature of both the V-notched specimens and the gear is 

the presence of a notch characterized by an opening angle 

equal to 120°. In what follows, the unified treatment will 

be first summarized; then the experimental fatigue tests to 

characterize the fatigue behavior of the adopted ADI 

material will be presented. Finally the theoretical 

estimations of the fatigue limit of the specimens 

characterized by a 120° opening angle and the gear will 

be compared with the corresponding experimental values 

obtained by means of the stair-case method. 

 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 

The threshold stress for a crack centered in an infinitely 

wide plate  subject to mode I loading shown by the 

Kitagawa diagram Fig. 1 can be described by means the 

El Haddad-Smith-Topper equation
5
: 
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With reference to plane problems, the Fracture Mechanics 

concepts have been later extended to components 

weakened by sharp V-shaped notches 
7-12

 by substituting 

the Stress Intensity Factor (SIF), KI, with the Notch Stress 

Intensity Factor (NSIF), V

IK , defined as 
13
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Where  is the opening stress component evaluated 

along the notch bisector (=0 direction, being r and  the 

co-ordinates of a polar frame of reference centered at the 

V-notch tip, see Fig. 2), while 1 is the singularity 

exponent of the stress field  defined by Williams 
14

. 
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Fig. 2. Polar frame of reference and stress 
components close to a sharp V-notch  

 

Then, an El Haddad- type equation was proposed in 
6
 to 

estimate the fatigue limit of sharp V-shaped notches: 
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where  is equal to (1-1), aeff is defined on the basis of 

the following NSIF equality: 
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while Va0
 is defined (similarly to the El-Haddad-Smith-

Topper length parameter a0) by the limit condition that 

g,th approaches 0 when aeff tends to zero. Then we 

can write: 
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V

thIK ,  in Eq. 3 is a material parameter depending on the 

applied mean stress, having the same meaning of the 

threshold value of the SIF, 
thK , for cracks. It can be 

determined from experimental tests conduced on sharp-V 

notched specimens. 

Eq. 3 is plotted in Fig. 3 for different notch opening 

angles. Eq. 3, similarly to previous Eq. 1, shows the 

criterion of constant 
V

IK  valid at the fatigue limit of 

‘long’, sharp V-notches. However, when the notch is 

‘short’ the constant g criterion holds true 

It should be noted that when the notch opening angle 

reduces to zero (i.e. 2=0 and =0.5), Eqs. 2, 3, 4 and 5 

exactly match those of the Linear Elastic Fracture 

Mechanics (LEFM) 
5
. 



 
 
Fig. 3. Generalised Kitagawa diagram (from ref. 

6
) 

 

The diagram shown by Fig. 3 can be further extended to 

include also rounded notches.  Generally speaking, a 

round notch has an higher fatigue limit than a sharp notch 

having the same depth.  If the notch tip radius  is large 

enough, full notch sensitivity is expected so that the 

fatigue limit is estimated by means of the classic notch 

mechanics based on the Kt: 
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Previous Eq. 6 can be included in the diagram of Fig. 3 by 

keeping in mind that it is valid only when it delivers a 

fatigue limit higher than that of a sharp notch having the 

same depth
 15

. The resulting diagram is reported in Fig. 4.  

 

 
 
Fig. 4. Fatigue limit estimation of  a notched 
component subjected to mode I loading  (cracks as 
well as  U- and V-notches with any opening angle, size 
and notch root radius are included). 

 

So far, the fatigue limit of a V-shaped component can be 

assessed by means of Fig. 4 as follows: the plain material 

fatigue limit and the threshold value of the NSIF are 

material parameters, which can be determined by means 

of experimental tests, while  the elastic stress 

concentration factor Kt can be determined by means of a 

stress analysis. Then the design curves reported in Fig. 4 

can be drawn. After that, the effective size of the notch 

must be determined by means of Eq. 4. To accomplish 

this task, an additional stress analysis is required, where 

the notch tip radius is set to zero and all remaining 

geometrical parameters are unchanged. Once the effective 

notch size has been determined, Fig. 4 delivers the fatigue 

limit of the component under analysis. 

According to the described procedure,  two material 

parameters are needed for fatigue limit assessments, 

namely the plain material fatigue limit 0 and the 

threshold value of the NSIF 
V

thIK , . While the former 

parameter can be determined by means of standard fatigue 

tests on plain specimens, the latter parameter can be 

determined from the experimental fatigue limit found on 

sharply V-notched  specimens characterized by the proper 

opening angle. Once the fatigue limit is determined in 

terms of nominal stress, Eq. 4 enables one to readily 

calculate the threshold value of the NSIF, 
V

thIK , . It 

should be noted that the V-notch depth adopted in the 

specimens should be sufficiently high to avoid the ‘short 

notch effect’ highlighted by the El Haddad-type Eq. 3 and 

Fig. 3. Moreover, any particular notch opening angle, 

requires a dedicated set of V-notched specimens to test in 

fatigue. However,  to overcome this drawback a link 

between the threshold SIF and NSIF was established 
6 
on 

the basis of proper local fatigue models. As a results, the 

following expression was derived: 
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where  is a known parameter reported in 
6
, which 

depends on the notch opening angle 2. 

Finally Eq. 7 can be substituted in the El Haddad- type 

model Eq. 3:  
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   Equation 8 

 

It should be noted that threshold SIF and the material 

fatigue limit appearing now in Eq. 8 are easier to find in 

the technical literature than the threshold NSIF of Eq. 3. 

 

FATIGUE CHARACTERISATION  OF THE 
ADOPTED ADI GRADE 1050  
 

The adopted material is an ADI grade 1050, which proved 

to combine high tensile strength and fatigue performances 
1
. The chemical composition is reported in Table 1 

 
Table 1. Composition of the ADI 1050 

 

C Si Mn Cu Ni Mo 

3.5÷3.8 2.5÷2.7 0.3÷0.4 0.7÷0.9 - - 
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Lynchburg raw specimens having diameter 25 mm and 

length 200 mm were first manufactured  and then were 

austempered in salt bath with the following heat treatment 

parameters: 

 Austenitization between 850÷900°C for 2 hours 

 Austempering in a salt bath (NaNO3 and NaNO2) 

between 340÷380 °C for 1.5 hours 

 Cooling at room temperature 

Fig. 5 shows the resulting microstructure, which was 

characterized by graphite nodules having size 6÷7 (UNI 

EN ISO 945-1 2009), nodule count 250 nod/mm
2 
(mean 

nodule diameter 30 μm), Brinell hardness 345 (UNI EN 

ISO 6506-1 2006). All samples for static and fatigue tests 

were prepared from the Lynchburg specimens. 

 

 
 
Fig. 5. Microstructure of the ADI 1050 material (500X) 

 

Experimental tensile tests were executed on A5 

specimens 
16

 and the following results were obtained: 

tensile strength R= 1166 MPa, proof  strength p02=823 

MPa, percent elongation after fracture A%=12.4. Fig. 6 

shows a broken specimen and the fracture surface 

appearance after a tensile test. 

 

 
 
Fig. 6. Broken specimens and fracture surface 
appearance after a tensile test on ADI 1050.  

 

Tension to tension fatigue tests were conduced by using a 

servo-hydraulic testing machine MTS equipped with a 

100 kN load cell and a TrioSISTEMI RT3 digital 

controller. The applied load ratio (ratio between the 

minimum and the maximum applied load) was R=0.2 

while the adopted test frequencies were between 15 and 

20 Hz. Fatigue tests were performed on round plain 

specimens and sharply V-notched specimens having the 

geometry reported in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Three 

test series were adopted, which were characterized by 

different notch depths but the same 45° opening angle. 

Table 2 reports the aeff and Kt values of the 45° V-notched 

geometries calculated from numerical analyses performed 

by means of Ansys® commercial code. 

 
Table 2. aeff (see Eq. 4) and Kt values of the 45° V-

notched geometries 
 

Notch depth 
(mm) 

aeff ° 
(mm) 

Kt °° 

1 1.850 8.70 

2 5.107 14.2 

3 11.29 21.6 

°: values calculated with a singularity exponent  equal to 
0.5 (relevant to U-notches) 
°°: values referred to the gross section 
 

 
 
Fig. 7. Plain specimens’ geometry (dimensions in 
mm). 

 

 
 
Fig. 8. Sharp V-notched specimens’ geometry 
(dimensions in mm).  

4500X 4500X 



 

A short stair-case procedure 
17 

 was adopted to determine 

the fatigue limits. Table 3 and 4 report the stair-case 

sequences in terms of stress amplitude (defined as half the 

difference between the maximum and the minimum 

stress) referred to the gross section ag. The ‘X’ symbol 

indicates a broken specimen, while the ‘O’ symbol means 

that no sign of failure was observed after five million 

cycles. The tables report also the fatigue limit determined 

with 50% survival probability.  The specimens’ code 

indicate the gross diameter, the notch depth and the notch 

tip radius, respectively. As an example, the third 

geometry of  Fig. 8 has the following code: ADI 1050 12-

3-0.1. 

 
Table 3. Fatigue test results for the plain specimens 

 

σa [MPa] 1 2 3 4 5 6 

240     X  

220  X  O  X 

200 O  O    

 

Test series R σA,50% [MPa] 

ADI1050 6.5-0-0 0.2 214 

 
Table 4. Fatigue test results for the 45° sharp V-

notched specimens 
 

σag [MPa] 1 2 3 4 5 6 

80     X  

70  X  O  X 

60 O  O    

 

Test series R σAg,50% [MPa] 

ADI1050 8-1-0.1 0.2 67 

 
σag [MPa] 1 2 3 4 5 6 

30   X  X  

25  O  O  O 

20 O      

 

Test series R σAg,50% [MPa] 

ADI1050 10-2-0.1 0.2 26 

 
σag [MPa] 1 2 3 4 5 6 

25     X  

20  X  O  O 

15 O  O    

 

Test series R σAg,50% [MPa] 

ADI1050 12-3-0.1 0.2 20 

 

Fig. 9 summarises all results in terms of nominal stress 

range (defined as difference between the maximum and 

the minimum applied stress) referred to the gross section 

of the specimens. The material fatigue limit in terms of 

stress range resulted 0=2x214=428 MPa, while the 

threshold range of the SIF was calculated by fitting the 

data relevant to the V-notched specimens  by means of the 

El Haddad Eq. 1. Two remarks are worth to mention. The 

singularity degree of V-notch characterized by an opening 

angle 2 equal to 45° is close to the value relevant to a 

crack 0° (2=0°): then the V-notches shown in Fig. 8 

have been treated as cracks having the same depth of the 

notches from the stress analysis point of view. Secondly, 

when applying Eq. (1),  the length parameter a0 was input 

equal to zero because the notch depths involved in the 

analysis results at least ten times longer than a0.  As a 

result Kth resulted equal to 7.94 MPa√m. 

 

 
 
Fig. 9. Kitagawa-Takahashi diagram of the ADI 1050.  

 
VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH 
 

Once the material fatigue limit and the threshold range of 

the stress intensity factor have been experimentally 

determined, Eqs. 6 and 8 enables one to estimate the 

fatigue limit of a component weakened by a V-shaped 

notch. As aforementioned, two stress parameters are 

needed to apply the presented fatigue model, namely the 

elastic stress concentration factor and the effective notch 

size (Eq. 4). In the present paragraph the fatigue limit of 

specimens weakened by sharp V-shaped notches 

characterized by an opening angle equal to 120° will be 

estimated. Moreover a case study will be considered, 

consisting in the fatigue limit estimation of a gear failing 

from the tooth base, where the notch profile is a 120° 

open V-notch characterized by a tip radius of about 2 mm. 

Theoretical estimation will be compared with 

experimental results for the specimens as well as for the 

gear. 

 

FATIGUE LIMIT OF V-NOTCHED SPECIMENS 
 

V-notched round specimens having the geometry reported 

in Fig. 10 were subjected to fatigue test. The same testing 

machine, load ratio and test frequency range adopted 

previously for smooth specimens were applied in the 

present tests.  

Three notch depths were analysed according to Fig. 10. 

Accordingly, three different values of the effective notch 

depth defined by Eq. 4 were calculated by means of 

dedicated finite element analyses performed with Ansys® 

numerical code. In such numerical investigations the 
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notch tip radius was set to zero, while the notch depth was 

unchanged. Additional analyses of the actual notch tip 

radii as reported in Fig. 10 were performed in order to 

calculate the elastic stress concentration factor. Numerical 

results are summarized in Table 5. 

Similarly to previous Tables 3 and 4, Table 6 reports  the 

stair-case sequences in terms of stress amplitude and the 

fatigue limit determined with 50% survival probability.   

 

 
 
Fig. 10. Geometries of the 120° V-notched specimens.  

 
Table 5. aeff (see Eq. 4) and Kt values of the 120° V-

notched geometries   
 

Notch depth 
(mm) 

aeff  
(mm) 

Kt ° 

0.5 1.690 5.65 

2 15.70 13.2 

3 40.93 19.0 

°: values referred to the gross section 

 
Table 6. Fatigue test results for the 120° V-notched 

specimens 

 
σag [MPa] 1 2 3 4 5 6 

105  X    O 

100 O  X  O  

95    O   

 

Test series R σAg,50% [MPa] 

ADI1050 10-0.5-0.1 120° 0.2 102 

 
σag [MPa] 1 2 3 4 5 6 

30  X  X  X 

25 O  O  O  

 

Test series R σAg,50% [MPa] 

ADI1050 10-2-0.1 120° 0.2 27.9 

 

σag [MPa] 1 2 3 4 5 6 

20  X  X  X 

15 O  O  O  

 

Test series R σAg,50% [MPa] 

ADI1050 12-3-0.1 120° 0.2 17.1 

 

By applying Eq. 8, the experimental fatigue limits 

reported in Table 6 can be estimated theoretically. The 

comparison between theoretical estimation and 

experimental results is reported in Fig. 11 in the form of 

the generalized Kitagawa diagram. The Kt-based 

estimations given by Eq. 6 have not been reported 

because they are not significant for the geometries under 

analysis due to the reduced values of the notch tip radius. 

For example for the 3-mm-deep notched geometry Table 

5 shows that Kt is equal to 19.0; then according to Eq. 6 

g,th= 428/19.0=22.5 MPa: such a reduced value is 

outside the ordinate scale of the diagram. 

 

 
 
Fig. 11. Comparison between theory and experiments 
for the 120° V-notched specimens. 

 

The fair agreement between theoretical predictions and 

experimental results can be appreciated from Fig. 11. 

However, a particular remark should be made for the 

geometry with the lowest notch depth, whose fatigue limit 

is slightly higher than that predicted. The reason for that 

might be the influence of plasticity at positive mean 

stresses, which has a beneficial effect on fatigue behavior 

of notched specimens
 18

.  However discussion on such 

effects is beyond the scope of the present paper. 

 

FATIGUE LIMIT OF A GEAR 
 

As a case study, the fatigue limit of a gear was estimated 

by means of the present fatigue model. The geometry of 

the gear is reported in Fig. 12, while Table 7 reports the 

main geometrical and material parameters of the 

component subject to fatigue tests.  
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Fig. 12. CAD drawing of the analysed gear. 

 
Table 7. Main geometrical and material parameters of 

the analysed gear 
 

Name Symbol Value 

Normal modulus mn [mm] 4.5 

N° of teeth Z [-] 24 

N° of teeth between clamp. n [-] 4 

Bending arm hFe [mm] 5.992 

Normal pressure angle αn [°] 20° 

Load angle αFen [°] 22.5° 

Helix angle β [°] 0 

Face width b [mm] 14 

Base diameter Db [mm] 101.59 

Tip diameter Dt [mm] 118.38 

Std. pitch diameter Dp [mm] 108 

Radius at 30° tangent ρF [mm] 2.12 

Chord at 30° tangent sFn [mm] 9.34 

Roughness Rz [μm] 4.7 

Vickers hardness HV [-] 337 

Residual stresses [MPa] +40 

 

Constant-amplitude fatigue tests were conduced with the 

same testing machine adopted previously. A dedicated 

experimental set-up was used in order to apply plane-

bending loading at two teeth. A constant minimum load 

equal to 2 kN was applied, while the maximum load was 

varied to obtain different fatigue lives in the finite life 

region. In the present case the classic stair-case procedure 

at 3 million cycles according to 
19

 and involving 15 gears 

was adopted to determine the fatigue limit. The result was 

FA,50%=9.17 kN in terms of load range (i.e. minimum 

applied load 2 kN and maximum applied load 11.17 at 

fatigue limit). Then the load ratio at the fatigue limit is 

2/11.17=0.18. Fig. 13 shows the results of the 

experimental tests. 

 

 
 
Fig. 13. Results of the experimental fatigue on the 
gears sketched in fig. 12. 

 

The elastic stress concentration factor was determined by 

means of a three-dimensional finite element analysis 

performed with Ansys® numerical code and was referred 

to the nominal bending stress defined by the Design 

Standard 
19

: 
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     Equation 9 

 

As a result the Kt was equal to 1.75. Even if the three-

dimensional stress concentration factor was adopted in the 

next considerations, a two-dimensional analysis of the 

gear was also performed for comparison purposes and the 

resulting Kt was equal to 1.60, i.e. slightly lower than the 

three-dimensional value. Concerning the calculation of 

aeff according to Eq. 4, the notch radius at the tooth base 

was set to zero. It should be noted that the opening angle 

evaluated between the 30° tangent and the base circle of 

the gear is equal to 120°. Then, a sharp V-notched 

geometry was modeled and a very refined mesh density 

was adopted close to the point of stress singularity for 

determination of the mode I NSIF according to Eq. 2. Fig. 

14 shows a sketch of the geometry and mesh at the tooth 

base. For the sake of simplicity and in order to reduce the 

calculation time and numerical analysis complexity, a 

two-dimensional model was adopted here rather than a 

three-dimensional one. After evaluating  the NSIF, the aeff 

parameter was evaluated by means of Eq. 4 taking as 

reference nominal stress that defined by Eq. 9. The result 

was aeff=1.02 mm. 
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Fig. 14. Two-dimensional FE model of the gear for the 
numerical evaluation of the mode I Notch Stress 
Intensity Factor (NSIF). 

 

Comparison between theoretical estimations and 

experimental results are reported in the form of the 

generalized Kitagawa diagram in Fig. 15. The diagram 

shows the very good agreement and indicate the full notch 

sensitive fatigue behavior of the gear. However the figure 

shows that the experimental point is close to the zone 

where partial notch sensitivity can be anticipated.  

 

 
 
Fig. 15. Comparison between theoretical and 
experimental fatigue limit of the gear. 

 

DISCUSSION 
 

The generalized Kitagawa diagram is an engineering tool 

to estimate the fatigue limit of components weakened by 

U- or V-notches of any acuity. It requires two material 

parameters and two stress parameter to be applied. The 

two material parameters are the fatigue limit 0 and the 

threshold range of the stress intensity factor Kth, which 

can be determined by means of laboratory tests according 

to standard procedures. The two stress parameters are the 

elastic stress concentration factor Kt and the effective 

component’s dimension aeff. The effective component 

dimensions requires a stress singularity is analysed, 

because the notch tip radius must be set to zero, while all 

remaining geometrical parameters are unchanged. 

In the present paper such engineering tool has been 

applied to estimate the fatigue limit of specimens and a 

mechanical component weakened by a V-notch 

characterized by a 120° opening angle. Specimens were 

round bars with a circumferential notch of different 

depths, while the component was a gear failing from the 

tooth base. Comparison between theoretical estimations 

and experimental results is fair.  

By means of such a diagram the effects of a variation of 

the component’s scale or of the component’s geometry for 

the same absolute dimension can be made explicit. As an 

example, if the component’s absolute dimensions would 

be changed for the same geometry (i.e. the same Kt), then 

the fatigue limit is anticipated to vary according to the 

dotted line shown in Fig. 16. 

 

 
 
Fig. 16. Effect of scale variation in fatigue limit. 

 

An expression describing all fatigue regimes has been 

proposed 
6
: 
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The trend of Eq. 10 is plotted qualitatively in Fig. 16. The 

advantage when using Eq. 10 is that the asymptotics 

represented by either the full notch sensitivity and the 

non-conventional Fracture Mechanics of V-shaped sharp 

notches are correctly represented. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

The paper illustrated the application of a fatigue design 

procedure in presence of notch effects. All kind of 

notches can be assessed by means of the proposed fatigue 

model, namely U-shaped and V-shaped notches 

chracterised by whatever notch tip radius and dimensions. 

The material fatigue behavior has been characterized 

experimentally by means of smooth specimens, in order 

to derive the plain fatigue limit, and by means of sharply 

notched specimens, in order to found the threshold value 

of the stress intensity factor.  The fatigue limit of the 120° 
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V-notched specimens could be estimated with an error of 

±20% with respect to the experimental values. All 

theoretical estimations indicate a sharp behavior of the 

specimens, i.e. the 0.1mm notch tip radius is ineffective 

on the fatigue strength, which can be assimilated to that of 

notch having a zero notch tip radius. Concerning the gear 

component,  the theoretical model shows a full notch 

sensitivity behavior, which was then predicted by the 

classical Kt-based approach. If the component was 

reduced to smaller dimensions such that partial notch 

sensitivity behavior would exist, the proposed fatigue 

design approach would be still applicable. Applicability 

of our model would be still guaranteed even in presence 

of a stress singularity, i.e. when the notch tip radius 

reduces to zero. 
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